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Preface

An institution with as diverse a student population as Seattle Central Community

College must continually re a amine its mission in light,of student and faculty feed-

1Ack. One of the major conc s of faculty has been the low level of educational

preparation students often demonstr to in their.classes.

Concern's range from problems r ding poor bas skills to lack of motivation

'and apathy. While the lack of motivation may =e 1 s .':-ly beyond the reach of our

influence (having socio-psychologica implications), oor educational preparation'
A

is not. In this area the college can ma,:e.,an ct by making available special

developmental programs. Netiertheless, such programs this time of reduced

revenues must be approached with clear vision and careful planning. Central to

such careful planning is reliable information.

On September 24, 1975, a research prqject was begun consistent with and supported

in large part by the goals and the resources of the AIDP supplementary grant. The

objective of this projVt is to gather baseline data regarding the level of edu7

cational preparation of SCCC students in acadeMic transfer and to evaluate certain

assessment tools as measures of students' basic skills and academic motivation.

The project was conducted as a cooperative venture between Student personnel Ser-

vice, the Educational Development Office, and the Office of the President.

Dean Leroy Fails; Dr. Karen Spring and Dr. Ron Hamberg contributed professional

time and energy above and beyond.their normal institutional responsibilities. In

particOlar, Dr". Hamberg provided technical counsel and coordinated the scoring and

processing of the test data.

Selection of theTestin Instruments

Reading,,writlng and arithmetic were chosen as indices for the measurement of

the level of academicipreparation. It was assumed that competency in such basic

skill areas is prerequisite tothe student success in a college curriculum;
.,,
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a self-report inventory was selected to measure academic tivation.

To assess students ability to do basic arithmetic oper tions, a, sub-test of

the Comparative Guidance Placement Program, published by the tql.icatio 1 Testing

Service, was chosen. This mathematics test assumes one year of high sch ol algebra.

It is specifically designed for community co lege students and is one of Most

widely used across the country. It has excell nt test properties inc ding ntiT,Iat

norms to which our particular student data could 4e referred. One half of the test

is devoted entirely. to basic arithmetic operations while the second half samples

dent knowledge of basic high school algebra. It was felt that whatever instrument

was chosen it should contain a sufficient number of items to give a clear indication

of the student's ability to do basic arithmetic. The CGP mathematics test "D" does.

In selecting an acceptable reading test many factors both practical and theoreti-

cal needed to be considered. For example, most reading tests are nbt mTitten for an

adult population nor is a grade level achievement score particularly meaningful for

a thirty year old student.. After reviewing many approaches to assessing studentS!

reading ability, the one approach which seemed to make the most sense was to follow

Cloze test procedure. Cloze procedures have several, advantages over the use of

standardized reading tests. For example, Cloze tests ate based on the materials

stude s will actually read. Thus a Cloze test in psychology measures Via\ students

ability to read his psychology textbook. Secondly, this measure of "ability" is a

measure of competency not just performance. As David McCarthy, a reading specialist

at Lower Columbia College points out:

"Traditional and standardized reading tests measure a reader's
response to a.number of questions that are based on and derived
from a reading passage. However; such tests are not measuring
the ability of 'the reader to process-the language itself, but
merely the result of that processing which is assumed to have
taken place in order to answer the'questions posed.")

Insomuch as the passage chosen is representative of the textbook as a whole,
ti

the criterion standards will indicate the student's ability to read the book as a

.11

David McCarthy, Reading Levels of Vocational Student, (Mimeograph, Lower. Columbia

College, 1975) p. 1.
4
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whole. Toward such a careful selection process J:aren Spring, Central's.Reading/i

\ Curriculum Specialist, *o6usethher technical expertise. FroM the.required text-

. \
books to be used by fall qiiirter classes in the test sample she chose, from each

ten pages at random; then, for each page she administered the Fry Readability'

Scale. The Fry Readability Scale gives a yeliable indication of the grade levei

.

at Anil any particular passage is written. A passage was then chosen-which reflected

s

the most frequently occurring grade levelof the ten passages. .

The following Cloze criterion levels were used in this study: Independent

Level -- 45% or more were correct -- score at this level means the student is pro-
. ..

bably able to Td the passage\on his own without too muchtrOuble. Instructional ,

\
,

Level -- 35-44% -- students on this level T probably handle the text so long as
1.

-they receive some help from their\nstructor. Fruslration Level --. below, 35% ---

\below this criterion the student will probably find his textbook frustrating to

read even with assistance. These criterion levels as described are'well researched
.

-'2

and sUitablP for Amunity college textbooks :\

Turning now to the writing text, the problem of selecting a relevant and
. \ . . .

accurate test instrument was especially difficult. We needed a writing test that

. \

would be designed to measure competency in spelling, punctuation, capitalization,
tr.

etc. --.in short basic grammar. However, we were also concerned with what we

called intermediate and organizational cerrots (e.g. vague pronoun reference, fAulty
,

parallelism, unclear presentation of an idea, failure to develop a point, lack of
. .

connection between cau se and effect relationships, etc..). While there are many

standardized writing tests from which one ca choose, few, i f any, provide analytis

:

of such organizational and intermediate errors. Consequently, we chose to take what

2

,

John Bormuth? Personal Correspondance to Karen SprinT(Smith), May 1974
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seemed to be a simple but direct approach to'the

problem-0

-we asked the studeRts

L)

to write.

Students were given two short "stimulation" paragraphs and tolit tp respond

to one with three t9 five short paragraphs reflecting their feelings or opinions.

Inns such a fashion, we hoped to get and did receive actual writing samples from

students. It is upon these writing samples that certain observations and judgments

about their ability to communicate via the written word have been made.

Finally, we wished to establish some index of a student's motivation toward

his/her academic st4dies. We reviewed numerous tests ranging.fiTm self-concept

scales,to locus of cdtrol inventories. Most of these tests involved more time

commitment on the part of the studenti than we could legitimately expect. As a

workable compromise, we chose the Academic Motivation Scale, a subtest of the
4

Comparative Guidance and Placement Program. The Academic Motivation Scale is .

based on,the_student's perception of his/herlhigh school effort and a self-

:reporting of his/her study techniques. It has proved helpful in predicting college

grades particularly for students in transfer progr'ms. Although the scale is

copyrighted by E.T.S., Seattle Central CommUnity College received permission to mse

it in this pilot project free of charge. It has national norms and other corollary

research materials which snould\be of assistance as this project continues through

the year.

Selection of the Sample:

The student population of interest was identified as on- campus -day, academic

transfer. The research,problem wasi to draw a sample that would be as representative

as possle. Since no feasible way\xists'to randomly select students from that

group, a decision was made to select hat hour of the instructional day containing

the most acadeMic transfer classes. From the C uese Master, it was determiried

,

I
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that mare academic tra sfer courses (a'total of.33) were offered at the 9 'clock

hour than any other t me slot. Letters requesting participation went out t4 all

33 faculty members. he response and cooperation was excellent. All facul

members* agreed to r

experience could be

All in all, the proj

opportunity to ask

statistics, but a u

data abOutalarge

The C.G.P. Ma

y

rrange their instructional schedule in order that the testing

ffered during the 9 o'clock hour Wednesday, September 24, 1975.

ct involved 30 sections, four testing inruments and an

-141

52 students to volunteer 50 minutes of their time. Simple

ique and unusual opportunity to. gather valuable institutional

egment of our student population.

Assignment of Testing Instruments

hematites Test "D" is a 45 minute timed test. The writing and

Cloze tests, which are open
,

ended, normally take between 25 and 35 minutes. The

motivation scale takes between 6-8 minutes to complete. In any case, it was clear

that it" weu:ld not be possible,within one class period to administer all four tests

to every student. Consequently, it was decided to randomly assign the writing

tests, Cloze tests,\and the math test to the 30 sections: It was felt that such

a random assignment ould provide a sufficient amount of time'for the students to
4

adequately respond to testing instruments. Parenthetically, such a random

assignment wotld be t e best way to avoid biasing scores were one to assign tests

to classes whose curri ulum might correlate with the, testing instruments,

math to math, miting English, etc.). The following graph indicates tt number

of sections assigned to each of the testing instruments, the number of .students in

those sections, the num er of students taking the t40010
'-

dents responding to the est. P se note t given the length (45 minutes) of the

the percentage of the siu-

)*Three sections turned o t to b6 small ndependent study/project oriented cour
seldom meeting as a group at any one-time. They were not included in the studyl.
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C.G.R. mathematic test the Academic Motivation Scale was administered to only those

sections receiving either the writing test or the Cloze test (reading)..

Figure 1

\
N.

Test Instrunie"nts\

. Number
of class
Sections

Number
of

Students

Number of
Test
Taken

4
of

Response

1 Writing Exercise Nix ?..I 323 189 58.5

2 Cloze Procedures 8
. .

221 154 69.6-

)

$

3
C.G.P. Math Test

/

11

N

308 141

r

45.7
i

Total
,

t

30 : 852 485 / 56.9

4

ACademic Motivation
(1+2)

19

(1+2)

544 321 / 59.0

One
/
of the" more significant points about,the research project is the percentage,'

of students who chose to participate -- 56.9%. In fact, in Sixteen.of the thirty

sections the percentage of student response was above 60%! It is fair to say that

resents a majority of academicfor three of the four indices this student same
\

transfer students in those 9:00 a.m. class sections. One word of caution as we move

thft results; t results will tend to be liberal estimates. That is to say,

/was the perentage student respese to have equalled one huridr0 percent it

.

is more than likely that the sample mean (average) would have been lower (e.g.

,students who have histories of poor test performance do not tend to take tests
\ 4 4

if those tests,:-pre ional). Still, the results of this study are based upon

the majority 9f stu nts )11 academic transfer classes at the 9 clock hour.

To the extent that these students are representative of other transfer students at

of

ac4

,

eriods of the day will be the degree to which ,any generalization about all

transfer students at SCCC can be made.* The inductive leap must be ,

caution.'

'* the process of collecting demogra is data on this student sample has already

"
begun an'-will be reported this s ing.

,
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The Results

Reading:

Cloze tests were administered ih'eight classes. Figure 2 is a summary of the

results. Please note that two classes are not included in the aggregate profile.

In class "G" a typographical error was fo-und in the test itself and while its \

affect upon student performance was' probably insignificant (vis-a-vis the tests

readability) it qualifies and thus limits the reporting of those student scores.

class."H" the wrong Cloze test was administered.

Figure 2

Class
Class,

Size

Number
of

Tested

%.

Responding

Grade Level
of **

Text Material

A.

at .

Frustration

%
; at

Instructional

/%.

at

Independent

A

Aver4gi

Score
A 25 23 92.0 College 65.2 30.4 \:4.3

23.0-

i .11.9

17.53)
B 26 26 100.0 College + 61.5 1 15.3

C 40 27 67.5 College 33.3 37. 29:6 , 19.18

D 17 11 64.7' 9th 18.1 27.2 \ 54\4 23.09

E 19 15 78.94 College +

8th

20.0

21.4

6.6

35.7

' 73\3

42(

24.26.

21 is ,4,

F '24 14 8.3

E or X 151 116 76.8 12 + 41.3 25.8 32.7 19.60,

G 32 31 96/.8 College \ 96.7 3.2

. .

0.0 9.58
H 38

1

7 18.4 College 42.8 , 28.5
,

28.5 19..00-
- 4

Frustration Level' = 0-17 correct

' Instructional Lev - 18-22.corre t

Ihdependent Level f =\23-50 corre t

** based upon the Fry Readability Scale

In reviewing this chart one must keep in mind that a Cloze test is simply a,

match betWeen the student and'the textbook requii-ed for a particular course.
0

While Cloze test scores correlate closely to standardized achievement tests in

9
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reading (e.g. correlations range from :68 to .83) it would be inappropriate to
r

compare students in a Physics class with students in an English class. The point'
\

is that each textbook varies in its level of,readability and the degree to which

its vocabUlary is more or'less familiar td-the individual student. Thus, the

variability between classes regarding the perCentage of student functioning tt the

frustration level is not unexpected. The,great strength of a Cloze thst proc

is the information it provides an individual inst )4 ctor about the match (or mi

match) between his/her selected textbook and the reading ability of student in

dure

her class. In order to maximize this informati n individual reorts have been
\

sent to participating instructors.. However what do these Cloze\tests t411 us abo

our aggregated sample of 116 students? Enco ragin41y, we.findth t the mean or

average score for the group is 19.6 -- comfort ly within the interval defined as
, \

Instructional. Nevertheless, they also tell us hat 41.3 percent o these same ' '\

Students received Clort scores which placed them at the frustration i!vel.. In

short, over 40 percent of the students sampled, on-the basis of cloze test,proce-

dures1 were found to be either unable to read their required textbook or can read..

them only with extreme difficulty.* It is also of interest to note thatfor two

of the three sections achieving high mean scores (21+) the grade level of the

'required-reading material was below 10 grade.

,

Mathematics

The Comparative Guidance and Placement Program's mathematics tent "D" con-
,

sists of computation and elementary algebra problems and is focused toward stu-

dents who have studied algebra for one year. It is the middle difficulty test

in the ,CGP program and roughly equivalent to the Cooperative Algebra I test,

r esently usedlor student placement in M thematics 099 and 101\.R

* How much. such a problem may effect a stu ent's grade or his/her performance in

lass is debatable. SeeKaren Spring's article in the JoUrgal bf Reading,

-\--
olum4\9, No. 2, November, 1975, p. 131 - 136.

10
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The C.G.P. mathematics test "D" is start' ./rdiied and possesses national norms

for community college students. Those percenti rankings were useful in the

_construction of the following table:

Figure 3

Class

Class

Size

Number

Tested
%4

Response
Average
Score

Peer \
Percentile Rank

Liberal 'Arts

Percentile Rank

I 37 2 5.4 29.00 ... ...

J 32 17 . 6.1 36.18 19
1

. 32

K 24 :11 45\8*. 62.09 , 791 92

L .26 18 69.2 35.39 NA 32

M 26' 15 67.6 32.20 313 22 ,

il' 23 15 65.2 42.73 32
1

49
.,

15 9 60.01 - 35.00 \
-

39
2

32
,

P 36 23 63.8 34.52 I NA 32

Q 25 25 1.00.0 51.76 , 511 72

R 37

- ;

I 2.7 28.00 Ai...'

NA

...

46S 27 5 18.5 41.80,

I:or 5( 308 141 1 45.7 40.83 NA. 45

1. Science /Math

2. Fine Arts
3. Health

The math test was the one assessment instrument in this study that failed

to achieve a fifty percent or majority student response, but clearly the lack of

participation i/1 three classes (I, R, and S) skewed the average. Still does

sem important to, recall, a point made in the beginning of this report: if the

.percentage of response had been higher most likely the average test score fo the

....total group would have been lower. Obviously, this is hypothesis and the rea er

may form his or her own. Nevertheless, on the basis of an N of 141 (45.7% of the

total studenterirollment in eleven sections),' this sample of Seattle Central

academic transfer students ranKs in the 45th percentile on national norms.

Figure 3 also gives, where applicable, Peer group percentile ranking - For

example, class M,.a health class, achi6ed a percentile rar Cing of 22 but when
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compared to only 'students in health programs their ranking rose to the 31st.

Certainly the most aberrant classlaverage was recorded bY,class K, a two hundred

level science class. The course is part of a. curriculum sequence and t us has

several prerequisites which affect stud entr4. A special computer un was

n woul have on the ts, al group

39.02 s 40.83) and different

performed to see what effect class

average. The result was a lower grou

percentile ranking (38 vs 45)4 A case c and should be made o view these

revised results as a more accurate represe tation of'our stude population since

the typicalness of students in class K i s Certainly question 1 .

Writing

Theswriting test was administered \n eleven classes andivalid sample, were

received from 189 students (58.5% of the enrolled stud ts) the following table

summarizes the results:

Class ,

ss

Size
NuOlber

Teste
, % '

espopse
%

0-1

, %

2-3

%.

4-5
, %

6

%

T

T" 36 17 .9.2 . 29.4 35.4 29.4 5.8

U 33 21 63.6 :3 47.6 33.3 4.7

V 22 18 81.8 6.6 22.2 55.5 '',5.5
.

W 24 10 41.6
\

50.5 20.0 30.0

'')( 33 3 9.0 33.3' 33.3 33.3

Y r, 32 31 96,8 / .2 // 3.2 45.1,, 22.5 19.3 6.4

Z N\' 27 12 - 44:4 '' 1..6 16.6 50.0 . 8.3 8.3

AA 29 24 82.7 / 8 3. .8.3 37.5 37.5. 8.3 . '

BB 29 15 51.9/ 03.3 33.3 46.6 6,6

CC . 28 13 , 46 4 7.7 46.1 38.4 7.7 .

DD 1 30 25 8..34 4.0 _...., 24.0 . 48.0 20.0 4.0

Lor 123 89 58.5 7.4 18.5 _41.2 19.0'._ 11.1 2.6`

- 1 .'Incomi)r ensib e (i.e. confused expression, words missing, incomplete
sentence gross grammatical errors)

1 2-
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2.3 3 = No main idea discernible. 'The'paper possesses many and basic
within sentence errors.
-um*

4 - 5 = TO main id
many teclic

'. 6s= An accept
clearly de

4

only adequately communicated and the paper possesses

oblems

el "for academic transfer. Main idea ie:ell and

d but some technical-problems exist

7 = A goorsolid performance

8 = An excellent piece of writing in all ways: clear, precise, interesting,

. strong vocabulary

While any numerical scale used to evaluate student writing sample will be

somewhatartificial , it is important to note that these numbers represent a

careful assessment of each.Oaper. A competent English teacher with wikle experi-
.

encein correcting themes was chosen to correct them. She Oed as a, guide a

criterion check sheet developed by Karen Spring and modified by the feedback .

from the English department. In point of fact, the assignment of numerical

values.to the papers was not the result of a cursory reading but rather the

1

V,. 0 second st-,, in a rather careful prOcess in which each individual paper was marked fOr
s

spelli, ammar, punctuation and organizational,and content qu'ality.

Tq summarize and review Figure 4, it should be emphasized that the inter-

' val values from 0 to 3 identify papers which are totally unacceptable as college

level writing. Taken together, this represents 25.9% of this student sample.

In additioh, the writing samples evaluated as 4's or 5's, while communicating

a main idea,ere so severely flawed by grammatical and organizational errors

as to not qualify as college level material either. Thus, the impliCations

are that 674 ofthe stud6ts sampled by this study are pot writing at a level

acceptable for collegg transfer. This may be the most sobering piece of

information to be gathered by this re§earch profeh,

0

. L\
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Motivation

[ Again, please recall that he selection of E.T.S's Academic Motivation cale

was a working compr ise and' nlk pretence is maqe to its validity as a true measure
4

of a tudent's motivation 10e11 As this research project continues through the

year other facul ty! rep ts be issued and we .expect to have some data on

its predictive validity. Trr any ca in this self-report inventory our student

-, ,

ample of 321 achieved i Mein score of 48.43. In more meaningful .terms this

score is e uivalent to the 49th percenti e on the Comparative Guidance and

Placement, Program's national norms. In e ence, our student sample seems to be

no less motivated (on the basisof Academic Motivation Scale) than other average

community college students across the natio

\

Su mm a r y

This first, phase of the Student Assessment.Project has attempted to establish

a reliable index of, the level of educational preparation of on- campus day transfer'

students The results of this .study'tend to validate faculty observations regarding

the lack ol adequate educational preparation students' often demonstrate in class.

On the basis Of the studdnt data presented in this report a large number of
s.

Seattle Central Community College students in academic transfer classes lack

competencPn basic skills.

This research project.will follow this sample of 485 students for the entire

academic year. Our goal will be to identify possible\ relatio gips between the

J
variables (i.e. age, test scores, motivation, program patter yeas 4etween

formal educational experience, etc.) and performande (i.e. grades, withdrawal

rates, etc). As has been mentioned, further "faculty reports" will be issued.

It is sincerely hopecthat such information can delimit areas of institutional

concern and inttiate institutional responses whisch benefit students.

UNIVERSITY OF

LOS ANGELES

MA 6 '197_
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